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CrystalDiskMark is designed to quickly test the performance of your hard drives. Currently, the program allows to measure sequential and random read/write speeds. CrystalDiskMark is a disk benchmark utility that measures performance for sequential and random reads/writes of various sizes for any storage device. It is useful for comparing the
speed of both portable and local storage devices. CrystalDiskMark can measure sequential reads/writes speed, measure random 512 KB, 4 KB, 4 KB (Queue Depth = 32) reads/writes speed, has support for different types of test data (Random, 0 Fill, 1 Fill), includes basic theme support and has multilingual support. Give it a try yourself as it is free
to download.Features: I have a crystal eye cs 4280. I download the x64 drivers from the microsoft site. but they are not working. they open the crystal eye but it is black. it doesnt react when i am clicking on the camera button. any help is appreciated Does anyone know how to get a crystal eye cs4280 working under windows 7.. I have tried the
drivers on the download site from microsoft but that does not work for me.. It worked fine in windows vista Drivers for Windows 7 x86 are included on this page. Driver for Windows 7 x64 is posted at the bottom of this page. You need to download and extract each driver. Microsoft system files are available for download for all three driver types.
The reason your crystal eye cam is not functioning is that the driver is not working properly. Get the latest drivers for your crystal eye cameras from the following location on the web: http://www.webgeekpages.com/crystal-cs4280-cm-driver-download-windows/ On Ubuntu: You could also try using the vendor-specific driver file that you download

from the website listed above, as mentioned here .
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